Introduction
In 1415, the Portuguese Empire used convicts as part of an expeditionary force sent to conquer the Moroccan presidio (fort) of Ceuta in North Africa. This marked the first known use of condemned criminals by a European power in an expansionary imperial project. Numerous other global powers emulated the Portuguese example in the years, decades and centuries that followed. The Spanish, Dutch, Scandinavians, British, French, Japanese, Chinese, Russians and Soviets all transported convicts over large distances of land or sea; as did the independent states of Latin America, including Cuba, Mexico, Ecuador, Brazil and Argentina. Transportation was a means of punishment, deterrence, and population management and, through the expropriation of convict labour, of occupying and settling distant frontiers. Convicts travelled multi-directionally, shipped outwards from Europe and other metropolitan centres, within nations, and between colonies and the so-called peripheries of empires and polities.
Excepting Antarctica, its extent touched every continent of the globe.
A conservative estimate of total convict flows within the western Empires during the period from 1415 to the closure of Europe's last penal colony, French Guiana, in 1953, approximates to around 900,000 men, women and children. France's impressment of criminal offenders into the army between 1860 and 1976 adds a further 600,000 men to the statistics; and China and Japan in the period to 1912 at least 148,000 more. If we include the continental penal labour camps of Western Europe during the period 1750-1950, this figure grows by perhaps 5 million. Deportation, exile and collective resettlement in Russia and the USSR adds between 10 and 25 million to the statistics (Table 1) . This global tally substantially augments previously available estimates. 1 that cut across Europe and its empires. 6 As Ann Laura Stoler puts it, agricultural colonies, penal colonies and overseas settlement were 'conceptually and politically tethered projects.' 7 A sometimes uneasy and contradictory carceral mix characterised the process of convict transportation and the existence of penal colonies, and this was the result of the oft-times conflicting interests and investments of their various stakeholders, who were keen to profit from convict shipment, expropriate convict labour, effect particular penal outcomes, and/or control populations. As Ryan Edwards writes in his chapter on Latin America: 'Penal colonies … served multiple social, economic, and geopolitical functions.' In these respects, convict transportation as a form of punishment was always explicitly intertwined with both political economy and metropolitan and imperial governmentality. It also had a close relationship to other kinds of free and coerced labour and migration, including extra-judicial or administrative population concentration and exile, and the exploitation of prisoners of war, including in labour battalions. 8 These different and sometimes incompatible motivations perhaps explain its failure in some places, and its persistence long into the twentieth century in others. 9 Indeed, in modern Europe, as Mary Gibson and Ilaria Poerio show in Chapter 12, many locations for the transportation of convicted offenders were repurposed as 6 Ann Laura Stoler, 'Colony', Political Concepts: A Critical Lexicon, 1 (2011) http://www.politicalconcepts.org/issue1/colony/ (accessed 5 February 2017); Stoler, Duress, 75, 78. History 66, no. 3 (1994) : 487-520; Renaud Morieux, 'French prisoners of war, conflicts of honour and social inversions in England, 1744 -1783 ', Historical Journal 56 no. 1 (2013 Harold Mytum and Gilly Carr, Prisoners of War: Archaeology, Memory, and Heritage of 19 th-and 20 th -Century Mass Internment (London: Springer, 2013) . 9 Arguably, for the Russian Federation, the twenty-first century.
places of explicitly political confinement. 10 In the Russian federation today, argue Sarah Badcock and Judith Pallot, both distance and the deliberate withholding of information about penal destinations from prisoners, remain key elements of punishment. 11 This collection of essays provides the first global overview of convict transportation and penal colonies, proposing that across a range of contexts over a period of five centuries they were key to attempts to satisfy the interlocking but sometimes incompatible desires for punishment, labour extraction, population management and imperial expansion. In some cases -France, 12 Britain, 13 Russia and the USSR, 14 and India 15 -these histories are relatively well 10 See also: Javier Rodrigo, "Exploitation, fascist violence and social cleansing: a study of Franco's concentration camps from a comparative perspective," European Review of History -Revue européenne d'histoire 19, no. 4 (2012) : 553-573. Another example from across the Atlantic is that almost a century after convict importations from Britain and Ireland ceased and after the abolition of slavery in 1864, the idea of penal transportation was transformed into a new kind of punishment in which labour remained central: into the 1920s, the state leased out AfricanAmerican prisoner chain gangs to public works projects. Nouvelle-Calédonie (1863 Condore, 24 for example, have not been studied as extensively as the Andaman Islands, Van Diemen's Land (Tasmania), and French Guiana. There also remain large holes in our understanding of convict transportation in China since the early nineteenth century, despite or perhaps because of the persistence of laogai (labour camps and prison farms) in the modern republic, where an unknown number of many millions of prisoners are today undergoing 're-education through labour '. 25 These emphases, distortions and elisions are primarily the result of the tendency to link the history of penal transportation to Europe's outward flows of convicts to colonies overseas -with Russia's continental expansion held up as an exceptional case. They are also partly a consequence of the tendency of historians to work within the frameworks of national, regional or imperial history, and their associated archives. A transnational approach that cuts across polities and colonies is necessary to piece together these histories of geographical mobility and confinement. 26 Indeed, the starting point of most chapters in this collection are convict routes and penal colonies, rather than Europe or specific extra-European localities as points of origin or arrival. This enables an appreciation of the diversity and range of penal patterns of connection that sometimes entirely circumvented metropolitan Europe. It also brings to the fore the scale of the transportation of Asians, Africans and other non-European peoples. In this volume, we propose that it is only when we view metropolitan centres, regions and what are often defined as geographical peripheries within a single analytical frame, that we can begin to trace the enormous importance and impact of convict transportation and penal colonies as means of governance and unfree labour supply. Here, we note three points. First, as Johan Heinsen remarks with respect to the Scandinavian empires of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, convict resistance and agency created anxieties that did not just 'sculpt' the project of transportation, but shaped the nature of the archive itself. 29 Second, quantities of documents have never been catalogued, or have been lost during natural disasters (Portugal), war (Andaman Islands, Republic of Ireland, Singapore), and in places of convict settlement where the revelation of convict descent was once feared, deliberate destruction (New South Wales). 30 Third, beyond official and administrative accounts, there are many more sources that enable us to interrogate the experiences of convict elites, who were literate and so left textual reflections of their experiences of transportation or exile. We must guard against over-reliance on them in our global storytelling, and remain wary of allowing them to represent the experiences of their ordinary brethren. This is a particular 27 I borrow the term 'reach for the trace' from novelist Amitav Ghosh: Elleke Boehmer and Anshuman A. Mondal, 'Networks and Traces ', Wasafiri 27, no. 2 (2012) In centering what previously has been understood or represented as numerically insignificant, geographically peripheral or socially marginal in our collective analysis, it is the goal of this volume to show that the transportation of convicts and the existence of penal settlements and colonies were connected to punishment, governance, national and imperial expansion, migration, and colonization. It offers a connected history framework of interpretation that positions penal transportation within a range of historiographical and methodological concerns and debates, including some of the key concerns of global history. 33 Within this large macro-historical narrative, and despite the challenges of the archives, we try to keep sight of the convicts themselves, of their experiences, identities and perspectives. 34 The history of punishment, legal history, labour history, migration history, historical geography, and new imperial history; all intersect with the analysis and interpretation of convicts and penal colonies. Convicts, we suggest, were agents of imperial occupation and expansion and labour pioneers. All the global powers used them in order to settle and then push back national and imperial boundaries and borders. To an unprecedented degree, convicts enabled the occupation of land distant from national and imperial centres, both across land and sea. Their presence has left important legacies in the world today. 31 As discussed by Satadru Sen in 'Contexts, Representation and the Colonized Convict: Maulana Thanesari in the Andaman Islands', Crime, History and Societies 8, no. 2 (2004): 117-139. 32 Tim Causer, '"On British Felony the Sun Never Sets": Narratives of Political Prisoners in New South Wales and Van Diemen's Land, 1838 -1853 ', Cultural and Social History 4, no. 5 (2008 
Mapping, Enumeration, Colonization and Migration
One of the key findings of the research represented in this volume is the global expansiveness and multi-directionality of convict transportation flows, often over large geographies and a very long period of time. As the mapping of penal routes suggests, convicts were not mainly or solely, as has often been previously assumed, transported out of metropolitan Europe, to colonies or frontier zones.
Rather, convicts were also or often moved around the territories of nation states and empires. It is also evident that convicts did not necessarily remain in one location during the term of their sentence, but could be shifted according to labour desires or for reasons of political exigency. Only very rarely, for example in the French Empire during the third quarter of the nineteenth century, were imperially convicted non-European convicts transported to metropolitan jails. 35 Writing of convict flows, in their respective chapters on the Spanish and Dutch empires, Christian G. De Vito and Matthias van Rossum refer to 'circuits', as a means to capture the multi-directionality of penal transportation. This approach resonates across the volume as a whole, as does van Rossum's exploration of the relationship between local, regional and inter-continental convict mobility in this regard. 36 Convict voyages were always protracted, involving journeys from home to place of trial, from jails to ports, from ports to huts, barracks or jails, and ultimately to transportation destinations. Journeys were important for the formation of identities and solidarities, and could also be opportunities for convict escapes, often along routes of flight that ran parallel to their transportation paths, for example in Russia. Where convicts were sent by sea, there were incidents of violent mutiny, including sometimes the murder of captains and crews. These included the dramatic case of the convict seizure of the Havmanden on the way to the Danish Antilles (Johan Heinsen), the capture of the New South Wales vessel Lady Shore, and mutinies on over a dozen Indian convict vessels. 37 We have robust figures of annual convict flows for some transportation routes and destinations, particularly within the British and French Empires and for Japanese Hokkaido. However, the polycentric nature of early modern empires, the importance of regional jurisdiction, the use of administrative (as distinct from judicial) sentencing, the unreliability of some sets of statistics, and the Compared to other labour and migrant flows -enslavement in the Atlantic and Indian Ocean worlds, Asian and Pacific islander indenture, seasonal circulation in the Bay of Bengal and Asia, European migration to the Americas and settler colonies, the Nazis' use of foreign forced labour -excluding continental Europe, Russia and the USSR, the absolute number of convicts subjected to penal transportation or impressment may appear somewhat limited in scale (Table   2 ). 38 However, it is immediately evident from the data that penal transportation endured for an exceptionally long period of time, and constituted a statistically significant element of coerced or unfree labour migration. Like the penal labour camps of twentieth-century Europe, convict transportation, exile and collective resettlement in Russia and the Soviet Union are not usually incorporated into such estimates. When they are, their longevity and magnitude are striking.
Conversely, it should be noted that even relatively small numbers of convicts are important to histories of mobility and migration. This is because they could constitute a disproportionately large or even majority population in colonizing missions. In the Danish Antilles, for instance, a few hundred convicts at a time were used to prepare the ground for what was ultimately desired: free migration. In this they paralleled the work of more expansive or enduring convict flows, which instigated profound environmental and demographic change. 39 As Johan Heinsen writes, 'convicts were propelled into these miniature Atlantic economies by some of the same structural forces that took convicts to the colonies of the much larger European empires.' Similarly, Minako Sakata argues for Hokkaido: 'it would not have been possible to settle people inland without the convict-built roads.' However, in some places the convict presence left a stigma, which in the longer term discouraged later migration. This was especially the case where large numbers of convicts, ex-convicts, or exiles occupied and cultivated the best land, or flooded the labour market and reduced wages. Sarah Badcock and Judith Pallot argue in the case of Russia: 'While the climate and isolation were key elements of exile's punitive nature, it was the challenges of finding paid work that often defined exile experience.' The penal history of particular locations sometimes also made it difficult to contract workers for particular labour tasks, which had been degraded through their former association with 'convict work'.
Free migration was not always the ultimate or sole goal of transportation, however. The use of convicts for colonization purposes elsewhere included, sometimes in combination, the development of trade and trading routes (Andaman Islands), the prevention of rival occupation (New South Wales, Hokkaido), or the exploitation of natural resources (USSR). 40 The fact of penal transportation as a means of labour mobilisation and permanent settlement is evidenced in the selection of convicts for transportation on the basis of age and health, the careful recording of convict occupations upon arrival, and the skill matching that took place in their allocation to work. 41 In some cases, penal destinations specifically requested convicts experienced in particular jobs or trades, as in the case of the desire to develop silk production in early nineteenthcentury Mauritius. 42 In many places, ex-convicts remained in transportation locations after their release, sometimes receiving land grants or merging into local populations. In the Andaman Islands, they became known as 'pioneers', and in New Caledonia as forçats-colons (convict colonists).
Our aim in this volume is not to categorize penal transportation as one peg on a linear scale of freedom and unfreedom, but to point to its place on a continuum of mobility, particularly of coerced workers. 43 As Johan Heinsen argues: 'convict labour was intertwined with other forms.' Hamish Maxwell-Stewart notes similarly that despite the apparently distinct features of transportation as compared to other kinds of labour exploitation, '[practice] muddied all these boundaries.' 44 We propose that penal transportation was not simply a punishment, but an element of migration history. Convicts sometimes constituted a distinct portion of settler populations, and in other contexts blended into larger labour diasporas. 45 
Punishment, Labour and Repression
It is commonly held that the most important moment in the history of punishment in the modern age was the birth of the prison at the turn of the nineteenth century. This, as Michel Foucault famously argued, signalled a shift from corporal punishment to carceral confinement, and thus pre-modern to modern forms of penal discipline. 46 This volume suggests a need to reconceptualise this theoretical claim. Of particular note here is not Foucault's periodization, which has been the subject of previous critique, but an appreciation of the relevance of space and mobility to histories of confinement, and most significantly the incorporation of national and imperial territorial ambitions into the analysis. By appreciating the importance of convicts for expansion and colonization, rather we suggest that the history of punishment was not so much characterised by a developing immobilisation of prisoners within the walls of jails, but by their ongoing geographical mobilisation as forced labour, on a global scale.
In the middle of the nineteenth century, Aleksandr (1950) . An organising committed invited all the nations of the world to contribute papers, to comment on precirculated questions, and to send delegates. The first London meeting had 400 corresponding members and representatives from 20 countries. In that and later years, they hailed from as far afield as the USA and Canada, Chile, Mexico, Haiti, Jamaica, Scandinavia, Austria, Switzerland, Belgium, France, Germany, Greece, Holland, Italy, Spain, Turkey, India, Russia and Japan.
noted above, the character of convict sites could change over time. 62 However, some were in practice characterised by little more than hard labour, and were only nominally if at all committed to the idea of convict rehabilitation.
Beyond these discussions, the pattern of the circulation of knowledge repeats itself across empires and polities. In the seventeenth century, in sending convicts One especially significant idea that is related to this more nuanced understanding of the architecture and spatial variegation of penal colonies was its intimate connection to the ideology and practice of national and imperial expansion. That is to say, frequently convicts moved through penal stages by moving through and across the lands, seas and oceans of nations and empires. Despite the seeming change in the physical landscape of penal transportation, from blended forms of coerced labour migration to efforts at penal separation, convicts were never entirely kept apart from other workers. Convicts in discrete penal sites probably shared experiences with those sent to the more mixed environments of early modern presidios and plantations. In Portuguese Africa, and other locations as diverse as British Bencoolen and Burma, French Guiana and New Caledonia, convicts were leased out, working in various capacities, including for municipalities and in business, agriculture or households. In some cases, these systems were modelled on that of Australian assignment, the allocation of convicts to private employment, despite critique that it produced a lottery of labour and punishment and in some ways reproduced the spirit of enslavement via the institution of a slave master state. 86 It was also common for convicts to work side-by-side with other coerced or free labour, at least nominally so, including on imperial Russian infrastructural projects and on the public works of Angola and Mozambique.
Just as transportation was connected to enslavement and indenture, in numerous contexts and in various ways convicts and penal colonies also intersected with the mobility, work and military service of armies and navies. 87 During the early modern period, the Scandinavian and Iberian powers (Portugal and Spain) transported convicts and soldiers on the same vessels, and worked them together in presidios and on plantations, to such a degree that until very recently the former have been almost entirely obscured to historians. Where the global powers had aspirations of permanent settlement, the gender imbalance amongst convicts was a cause of concern. This was because administrators viewed women as both a moralising influence and as a means of encouraging men to stay on post-sentence and so to populate frontiers. 100 Despite the brutality and violence of many transportation systems, convicts were able to carve out social space for themselves. As Jean-Lucien Sanchez shows, convicts became engaged in contraband trading. They enjoyed intimate and social relationships, not just with each other but also with men and women in those communities bordering penal colonies. 103 In some situations, including on the voyage to Australia and on the hulks of Bermuda and Gibraltar, convicts learned to read and write. Penal transportation could be a vector for the spread of proto-nationalist ideas too, as in post-colonial Latin America (Ryan Edwards).
There is also the extraordinary case of a convict's assassination of the Viceroy of India during an official visit to the Andaman Islands in 1872. Three months beforehand, his fellow convict villagers testified, the assassin had received a letter from the mainland, and wept at the news that his 'brother', a fellow Afghan, had been hanged in Calcutta for the murder of Chief Justice John Norman. He had thrown a feast the night before he plunged a knife into the viceroy's back. 104 In all cases, it was the relative openness of transportation journeys, presidios, and penal settlements and colonies that opened up spaces for such manifestations of convict agency.
Penal settlements and colonies were socially and culturally distinct carceral spaces in that they brought together convicts of highly diverse origins, in terms 103 
